ABSTRACT

The analysis of the actions the true heir to bequeath a parcel of land and buildings away from the wedding of his son and rightful heir B.W division of inherited property is set in article 863 B.W. In this study the author uses a normative juridical approach and focus of problem Statute of focus, the conceptual approach and case by case approach.

Action Crown bequeath these parcels to his son's wedding can be legally justified, because the certificate of the parcels and is the name of the heir and the parcels of property is also not a marriage. There is a recognition of the heir to the claim that these plots are not theirs, but belongs to parents, whether genuine or under the hand. Absolute Party (Portia legitieme) to children outside of marriage enshrined in Article 916 B.W.

And the compiler goal in this thesis is that if there are people whose names are borrowed to acquire a right, should make a public recognition of the person whose name was taken not later denied, and may be used as evidence of authenticity for those who feel harmed their rights.
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